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Department of Health Care Sciences

Reporting Lead: Sara F. Maher
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Faculty: Please place information here about faculty awards, activities, etc. The goal is to highlight faculty
successes. This can also include new faculty and faculty leaving. This should include ASO’s.
1.) Renuka Roche (wife of Joseph Roche) will be starting at the end of September as a tenure track faculty member in OT. We are excited to have her
join our faculty.

Staff: Please place information here about staff activities. This should include new staff and staff leaving.

Research: Information about grants, papers, presentations and other key information to share with the
college. This may be a bit redundant with faculty.

Students: Highlight student activities and information about events relevant to students. This area should
include a situational update on the number of students enrolled/graduating etc.

Teaching: Information about instruction, including new classes, current offerings, changes in schedule, new
instructors, etc.
1.) HCS Program Directors are looking at WISE scheduling to remove redundant classes which were added to schedule during COVID. Having classes
on the schedule without enrolled students, appear as under-enrollment in campus metrics.

DEI: Please highlight any DEI efforts/activities, as well as what your unit is doing with regard to advancing
our efforts in this area.

Infrastructure: Please share any updates about changes to space or needs.
1.) Pre-Covid, Applebaum opened at 6:30 am, since some HCS programs have classes which begin at 7am. Is it possible to return to 6:30am opening?
2.) Is it possible to have IT available at 8am for classroom issues? Recently, Anthony was off and no one was available for classroom issue until 9.
3.) Consideration of budget for building updates. The Jewitt Lab and ADL lab (1241 / 1233),for example, are used for various college functions (BOV
meetings, all college luncheons, blood drives). These rooms have shown increased wear and tear and could benefit from updates.

Other: Whatever other information you think is pertinent.

